Accurate prediction of petroleum reservoir performance requires reliable models of the often complex reservoir heterogeneity. Geostatistical simulation techniques generate multiple realizations of the reservoir model, all equally likely to be drawn. Traditional to geostatistics, geological continuity is represented through the variogram. The variogram is limited in describing complex geological structures as it measures correlation between rock properties at two locations only: it is a two-point statistic. Reservoir analogs such as outcrops can serve as training images depicting the interpreted geological structure. Due to scarcity of well data, the variogram models are often borrowed from such training sets. However, the same training images could be utilized to extract more complex information in the form of multiple-point statistics measuring the joint dependency between multiple locations. This paper compares a traditional variogram-based geostatistical model vs. a novel geostatistical method utilizing multiplepoint statistics borrowed from training images. The comparison is made on the basis of flow performance for a typical North Sea reservoir. To obtain such comparison a ''true'' reference reservoir is generated using object-based simulation that depicts the complex intertwining of fluvial channels. Next, a different but similar reservoir is generated, termed the ''training reservoir.'' The latter is used to extract the necessary structural information, be it variograms or multiple-point statistics, to build multiple geostatistical models of the true reservoir conditioned to sparse well data. A waterflood flow scenario with an inverted five-spot pattern is simulated using ECLIPSE on the true reference and the various geostatistical models. Water breakthrough characteristics and water saturation distributions are used for comparison.
Introduction
Typically, geostatistical reservoir characterization must address two important issues. First, a structural model needs to be established that provides an adequate description of the underlying geology. In geostatistics, the structural model describes the spatial continuity of geology in all directions. Traditional to geostatistics is to take variogram͑s͒ as the basis for that prior to the structural model. Second, the structural model needs to be conditioned to all available hard and soft data.
The intent of this paper is to compare two approaches to reservoir modeling: a traditional variogram-based technique and a novel training image-based simulation method. In traditional geostatistics, one models the variogram from well data, then one produces simulation models that honor or reflect the variogram model. This seems a highly objective procedure: the variogram model, which conditions the pattern generated from the reservoir model originates from data from the same reservoir. However, the practice of geostatistics has shown that it is difficult to model variograms from the limited well data and the variogram is often borrowed from ancillary information such as outcrops. Moreover, it is by now understood that the variogram is a very limited measure for quantifying spatial patterns. Every simulation algorithm that is variogram based implicitly needs to assume higher-order statistics ͑e.g., Gaussian simulation methods 1 ͒. Essentially, any simulation algorithm imposes higher-order statistics beyond the control of the reservoir modeler. These imposed higher-order statistics, termed multiple-point statistics, might conflict with the actual understanding of the reservoir geology.
The novel approach presented is based on the fact that outcrop or any other source of ancillary geological information allows us to borrow spatial structures beyond the variogram, which is only a two-point correlation measure. These patterns are borrowed in the form of multiple-point statistics from so-called training images, allowing a better description of the complex reservoir geology. Such training images could be as simple as a series of hand-drawn sketches by the geologist or a compilation of outcrop data ͑there may be several at different scales͒. If enough ancillary geological information is present, it should be possible to construct threedimensional ͑3D͒ training images. If not enough geological information is present one can resort back to the traditional variogrambased method.
Although the proposed methodology is general, this paper shows the application of the novel approach to a North Sea reservoir dataset and attempts to make comparisons with the variogram-based methodology. The comparison is based on the flow performance of a set of reservoir models generated with each geostatistical technique. The geology of many North Sea reservoirs is very heterogeneous due to the presence of highpermeability fluvial channels. 2 The amount of hard data available along wells is typically sparse and the soft data ͑seismic͒ show a low correlation with petrophysical or facies properties within the reservoir. Hence, the construction of a representative prior structural model, accurately representing the reservoir geology, is of crucial importance.
Data Sets
The reservoir under study is a Triassic fluvial reservoir typical of a large number of fields in the North Sea. The fluvial channel formation was deposited by streams that range from braided to low-moderate sinuosity. The reservoir is made up of complex patterns of sand intercalated in a silty mudstone matrix. The reservoir is characterized by a trend of upward increasing sandiness. Welldefined fluvial channels of sandstones embedded in a mudstone matrix occur towards the base, while interstratified channels occur towards the top. For more-detailed information about the geology of such reservoirs refer to Ref. 2 
and 3.
True Reservoir. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the impact of alternative geostatistical reservoir models on the result of a flow simulation in a setting approaching a real case. To provide a common reference, a true reservoir, whose properties are exhaustively known at each gridblock, must be established. In order to keep the number of variables limited and be able to make a conclusive comparison, the reservoir is described by two facies only: channel sand and mudstone facies. For the true reservoir, a Boolean ͑object-based͒ simulation of channels was constructed from a detailed geological description of the channeling in actual North Sea reservoirs. For more details on the Boolean algorithm used, see Ref. 4 . Selected slices of the true reservoir are shown in Fig. ᭹ The global sand proportion is 35%. ᭹ An upward vertical trend of increasing sand proportion is observed from 20 to 30% at the bottom to 50 to 60% at the top of the reservoir.
᭹ The horizontal strike of the channels is NW-NNW. The channels exhibit lateral and also some vertical undulation, hence, channels appear discontinuous when represented in two-dimensional ͑2D͒ horizontal sections, although in 3D they are well connected, see Fig. 1 .
Fourteen vertical wells are taken by random sampling from this true reservoir. The location map of the wellheads is shown in Fig.  2a . The global sand proportion calculated from the wells is 46%, a value accidently much higher than the true sand proportion ͑35%͒. Fig. 2b ͑dashed line͒ shows the sample vertical proportion curve calculated from the well data.
The original sample vertical proportion curve is restandardized to match the global proportion of 35% sand, full line in Fig. 2b .
Although such severe accidental bias may happen in real situations, it will affect equally all reservoir modeling approaches. We decided to correct the sample vertical proportion curve for the sake of comparison of alternative modeling approaches.
Although the vertical proportion curve was corrected for the bias, the local well sand indicator data were kept as is ͑un-changed͒.
Training Reservoir. Using the same Boolean simulation method, a second reservoir has been generated different from the true reservoir, yet with similar channeling geometry, see Fig. 3 . The training reservoir does not match the well data taken from the true reservoir. The training reservoir is used only to extract structural information for the reservoir modeling task such as variograms and multiple-point statistics. The training reservoir has the same grid size as the true reservoir. The global sand proportion in the training reservoir equals 28%, significantly different from the true and corrected sample proportion ͑35%͒.
Variograms, as with any other multiple-point statistics, can seldomly be extracted from actual well data only, particularly in the horizontal directions. Hence, these statistics are borrowed from analog information. Such analogs could be one or more detailed outcrop models or, as in this case, a Boolean simulation reflecting the geologist's vision of the heterogeneity pertaining to the actual reservoir. Note that the training image is unconditional, not constraint to any local well or seismic data. Also note that in general the training image need not be a Boolean simulation, but can be any 3D image.
Structural Analysis. The training reservoir can be used to borrow a variogram model to be used for conditional simulation of the actual reservoir. The variogram in this particular case is the indicator variogram of sand facies ͑the variogram for mudstone facies is the same͒. Fig. 4 shows the sample directional indicator variograms calculated from the 14 wells drilled in the true reservoir. Fig. 4 indicates that only the vertical sample variogram displays an interpretable structure. The corresponding exhaustive variograms calculated from all 36,630 sand indicator values of the training reservoir are shown in Fig. 5 . As opposed to the noisy sample variograms, detailed structures are now apparent in all directions. A 3D model with geometric anisotropy was fitted to the exhaustive variograms of the training reservoir: 
Reservoir Characterization
The data retained for modeling the true reservoir consists of the following:
᭹ The sand indicator data originating from the 14 wells. These are the original ͑uncorrected͒ data.
᭹ The corrected vertical proportion curve of Fig. 2b . ᭹ Structural information drawn from the training reservoir. A stochastic approach was adopted whereby 20 realizations of the reservoir model were generated; each realization consists of a 3D grid of sand indicators.
The following two pixel-based stochastic simulation methods are considered and compared:
᭹ Sequential indicator simulation with locally varying mean, 5 abbreviated as sisim. The first method relies only on the indicator variogram as a measure of spatial continuity, while the latter uses multiple-point statistics. The spatial variable describing sand and shale is S(u), with S(u)ϭs 1 for sand presence at location u and S(u)ϭs 0 for shale presence.
More generally, in the presence of K different facies, the facies k indicator variable would be defined as:
and E͓I(u;s k )͔ϭp k is the global proportion of facies k.
Sequential Indicator Simulation With Locally Varying Mean.
Methodology. Sisim is a stochastic simulation method that builds sequentially, one pixel at time, a categorical image, by drawing from local conditional distributions. These local probabilities are modeled from the well data and the categories previously simulated at neighboring pixels. 5 The method calls for the indicator variogram of channel and mud. The variogram model used here is the model 1 fitted from the structural analysis of the training image.
To account for the trend information provided by the corrected vertical proportion curve, the local conditional distribution is constructed from a simple kriging system with locally varying mean. The conditional local probability at location uϭ(x,y,z) is written as
where p*"u͉n(u)…: the estimated probability that sand prevails at
the number of original well indicator data and previously simulated indicator values, and p(z): prior vertical sand proportions as obtained from the corrected vertical proportion curve.
The indicator kriging equations per se do not guarantee that the estimated probabilities p*"(u͉n(u)… are within ͓0,1͔, hence corrections are made when this occurs ͑see p. 80 in Ref. 1͒ . Because of these corrections the indicator simulated realizations may deviate significantly from the target global sand proportion of 35%. Also, proportions of sand observed from the well data are 46% instead of the global proportion of 35% enforced by the proportion curve. Due to this conflicting information, the sand proportion of the resulting simulations will tend to be higher than 35%.
Reservoir Models. Fig. 6 shows selected sections through a single realization generated using the sequence sisimϩmaps.
When compared to the reference horizontal sections of Fig. 1 , sections 15 with a large proportion of sand are reasonably well reproduced, while section 1 with lesser sand are not: the continuity of the few thin channels present cannot be reproduced by traditional indicator simulation.
Neural Network-Based Indicator Simulation. Methodology. The training reservoir can be used to extract considerably more information than a mere variogram. From the training image, multiple-point statistics including the two-point variogram models can be extracted. The exact nature of these multiple-point statistics will become apparent later in the description of the algorithm. The aim is to scan the training reservoir to extract these multiplepoint statistics, then reproduce them in the reservoir models. In the case of sisim the training reservoir provides the variogram model and, subsequently, that variogram model is reproduced conditioned to data of the actual reservoir.
The method proposed in the following section performs essentially the same task, except that now multiple-point structural statistics are borrowed from the training image. It is hoped that these multiple-point statistics would capture and reproduce better the large-scale curvilinear features of the channels displayed in the training image. The idea of borrowing multiple-point statistics of multiple-point statistics is not new. [6] [7] [8] In this article we present a neural network-based approach.
Multiple-point statistics are related to a specific geometric template. The template describes the geometry of a set of grid-node locations anchored at a particular grid location u. That geometry is defined by a set of n t vectors ͕h ␣ ,␣ϭ1,...,n t ͖. A specific template realization t(u), also called data event, comprises both the template geometry and a realization of the (n t ϩ1) facies categories t͑u͒ϭ͕s͑uϩh ␣ ͒, ␣ϭ0,...,n t ͖.
The central location u corresponds to h 0 ϭ0. Fig. 7a gives the example of a 12-point symmetric 2D template geometry. In the simplest case of variogram calculation, the template geometry is defined by single lag vector h, separating the center location u from another location at uϩh. Fig. 7a gives the example of a 12-point symmetric 2D template. The definition of the template geometry is an important decision and still an important research question. It is necessary to choose a template geometry that coincides with the main continuity of the training image model. It is recommended to try out various template geometries and observe the sensitivity of the results in the simulation model.
The training reservoir is scanned with the 3D template of Fig.  7b : at each node u, the correponding data event t(u), i.e., the set of 0 ͑shale͒ and 1 ͑sand͒ facies indicators is recorded. A data event is any single set of such zeros and ones.
The task of inferring and modeling multiple-point statistics read from training images is accomplished using a trained neural network. Neural networks have been shown to serve as powerful tools for pattern recognition in various fields such as medical imaging, speech recognition, and communication signals. 9 In this paper, we rely on their capability to perform so-called statistical pattern recognition, as applied to stochastic reservoir characterization.
Pattern recognition is performed by pattern recognition devices ͑the human eye is a prime example͒ that must be trained. In a so-called supervised training mode, a number of training objects are given ͑for example, a set of handwritten symbols ''a'' and ''b''͒, exhibiting a number of features ͑for example, the black/ white pixel values obtained from scanning the symbols͒, and each object has a label or class, characterizing what that object is ͑it is either an ''a'' or a ''b''͒. A pattern is then defined as the set of features and the corresponding label. The purpose of training is to be able to recognize future objects that do not have labels, i.e., the labels have to be determined. The trained pattern recognition device is used to do a classification on the basis of the features of that future object. Statistical pattern recognition refers to the case when the classification is not unique. There is no unique label for a particular set of features. This uncertainty is due to the fact that there might not exist a unique relationship between the features of an object and the class it belongs to.
The training reservoir consists of certain patterns deemed relevant to the geological structure of the true subsurface reservoir. The patterns existing in the training reservoir should be trained using a pattern recognition device. These trained patterns should then be reproduced in the reservoir models. Hence, the task is three-fold.
᭹ Step 1: Patterns need to be extracted from the training model. We need to define what we will retain as features and what are the corresponding labels.
᭹ Step 2: A pattern recognition device must be trained that can recognize labels on the basis of features.
᭹ Step 3: Using the trained pattern recognition device, the trained patterns should be reproduced in the reservoir model.
Note that these three steps are similar to classical geostatistical reservoir characterization using the variogram only: The variogram is reproduced in the reservoir models.
Step 1: Pattern Extraction. As in a classical pattern recognition setting, training sets need to be constructed. To obtain training information we scan the training reservoir with a given template geometry which is defined by the set of vectors ͕h ␣ ,␣ ϭ1,...,n t ͖. A distinction is made between the central value in the template, namely, s(u), and the set of n t data values at the neigborhood locations ͕u ␣ ϭuϩh ␣ ,␣ϭ1,...,n t ͖. The template realization is t͑u͒ϭ͕s͑u͒;s͑uϩh ␣ ͒, ␣ϭ1,...,n t ͖.
In pattern recognition language, the central location with facies category s(u) is denoted the target label of the template realization t(u), whereas the set of neighboring values ͕s(uϩh ␣ ), ␣ ϭ1,...,n t ͖ are the features.
Step 2: Pattern Training. The next step is to train a pattern recognition device to recognize the central value s(u) in a template from any set of neighboring values ͕s(uϩh ␣ ), ␣ ϭ1,...,n t ͖. For that purpose, neural networks are used.
A neural network ͑Fig. 8͒ defines a mapping between any number of input variables ͑the features͒ and any number of output variables ͑the labels͒. The particularity of ͑single-hidden-layer͒ neural networks is that they consider different linear combinations of the input variables, then process those combinations through nonlinear functions and linearly recombine these nonlinear outputs to define the output variables. In mathematical terms the mapping between the set of input variables x ␣ , ␣ϭ1,...,n t and output variables y k , kϭ1,...,K can be written as follows:
where m is the number of hidden-layer ͑averaging͒ nodes.
ϭ͕o,w͖, with wϭw ␤␣ , ␤ϭ1,...,m; ␣ϭ1,...,n, and oϭo ␤k , ␤ϭ1,...,m; kϭ1,...,K, the set of weights defining the neural network. The function T is a nonlinear function, typically sigmoidal.
To train a neural network a training criterion or objective function has to be provided that minimizes the difference between the network outputs y k (x,) 
͑4͒
N is the number of training patterns. Using the training image and any template geometry, a dataset of input and output data for the neural network is constructed as indicated in Step 1. The data for the network input x used in Expression 3 are the N sets of data values: ͒, ␣ϭ1,...,n t ͖, jϭ1,...,N. 
͑5͒
The target data for the network output t k are the indicators of the facies type at the central locations u j ͕i͑u j ;s k ͒, kϭ1,...,K͖, jϭ1,. ..,N.
͑6͒
In our case, we have Kϭ2 facies indicators. Expression 3, using the given input and output, becomes
The network is trained using the sum-of-squared error function
The parameters which minimize this function are denoted as . It is shown in Caers and Journel 7 that after training the neural network output takes the form of a conditional probability:
for any given input vector s t (u). This means that the trained neural network can be used to evaluate the probability of having either sand or shale, given the facies at neighboring locations within the template geometry. This result will be used in the next step to construct the reservoir models. The conditional probabilities 7 are (n t ϩ1) multiple-point statistics inferred from the training image.
Step 3: Pattern Reproduction. In this paper we propose to use a Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation ͑MCMC͒ method, based on the Metropolis-Hastings sampler, to reproduce the conditional probabilities 7. For the full details about this procedure we refer to Caers. 10 The MCMC method is an iterative method which can be used for constructing reservoir models in two phases:
᭹ Phase 1, initialization: an initial reservoir model is constructed by assigning at each node randomly a facies such that the global proportion of the facies is equal to a specified target global proportion. The conditioning information along the wells are assigned at the nearest grid locations and are never changed.
᭹ Phase 2, iteration: the iteration has two steps, 2A. Proposal: a node u is selected at random in the grid. At that random node, we propose to change the current facies type, namely, s k old( u) into a new facies type s k new( u).
2B. Acceptance criterion: the proposal of step 2A is accepted according to the following probability:
͑8͒
where s t (u) are class values in the neighborhood of u, as defined through the template geometry. The probabilities Pr͕I(u;s k new) ϭ1͉s t (u)͖ and Pr͕I(u;s k old) ϭ1͉s t (u)͖ of Type 7 are determined using the trained neural network.
The iteration is stopped when the resulting simulation exhibits the structure trained from the training reservoir. Expression 8 corresponds to the Metropolis-Hastings sampler. The method reproduces the well data exactly simply because they are never changed in the iteration. Constraining to a vertical proportion curve is done by adding an objective function expressing the deviation of the current vertical proportion from the target.
Note that the nnsim program is simple in use because it does not require any variogram modeling, nor does one need to set certain kriging-related tuning parameters.
1 Also, the method has certain similarities with simulated annealing simulation. 6 However, the proposed methodology does not require the setting of a cooling schedule, nor does it exactly reproduce multiple-point statistics which would result from the optimization algorithm of simulated annealing. The proposed method reproduces multiplepoint statistics on average, over many realizations. The exact reproduction of multiple-point statistics in simulated annealing leads to an extremely slow algorithm particularly in 3D.
Multigrid Approach. Both the training and the true reservoirs exhibit large-scale features that cannot be represented with a single template of limited size. Large-scale trends are present due to channels running through the entire reservoir. In such a case we can use the multiple-grid option: simulation starts on the coarser grid allowing us to capture the large-scale structure, then proceeds onto the finer grids to depict the smaller-scale details. 11 The values simulated on the coarse grid are frozen as conditioning data in the subsequent finer grids.
Reservoir Models With Nnsim. In this application we considered two templates: a first template extracts patterns from the training image on a coarse scale ͑Fig. 7a͒, a second template extracts the patterns on a finer scale ͑Fig. 7b͒. Next, patterns at both scales are trained separately using a different neural network. Conditional simulation is performed in two steps. First, conditional simulation is performed on a coarse grid, 19ϫ33ϫ8 with the neural network trained on the coarse grid. The coarse-grid nodes obtained from the coarse-grid conditional simulation are then assigned ͑frozen͒ to the finer grid, i.e., they act as conditioning data for the finer grid of size 37ϫ66ϫ15. Fig. 9 shows sections of a simulated realization using the above Metropolis-Hastings sampler, honoring the vertical proportion curve. The channels produced are thinner and crispier than in the sisim case, even the thin channels apparent in the training image are reproduced. Recall that the channels are undulating in the vertical direction, hence, they do not necessarily appear as continuous objects in horizontal slices as in Fig. 9. Fig. 10 shows the variograms of these realizations vs. the model variogram used in sisim. Although not explicitly enforced in the simulation, the variograms of the 20 realizations capture the major continuity as described by the variogram model.
The simulation with the sisim code takes an average of 30.2 seconds per reservoir model. The simulation with the nnsim code takes an average of 3.1 minutes per reservoir model. The nnsim code is slower because of the iterative simulation method, while sisim is a noniterative method.
Flow Modeling
The ultimate objective of reservoir characterization is to generate reservoir models allowing accurate predictions of future recovery performance. Keeping that important objective in mind, flow simulation was performed on the reservoir models provided by sisim and nnsim and the results were compared against the response on the true reservoir.
Flow Simulation Scenario. The displacement characteristics of the reservoir are governed in great part by the spatial connectivity of permeability. In reservoirs with distinct classification into pay ͑channel͒ and nonpay ͑mudstone͒, correct identification of the reservoir architecture is critical for flow prediction. Permeability heterogeneity within the pay/nonpay lithofacies has only a secondary influence on the flow response. Consequently, the permeability of sand within the channels is assumed constant at 800 md, while that of mudstone is assumed to be 10 md. The porosity is assumed to be 30% in sand and 10% in mudstone. Vertical permeability is taken to be 60% of the horizontal permeability in both sand and shale.
An inverted five-spot injection pattern is considered. The location of the central injector and the four peripheral producers are shown in Fig. 11 . In the true reservoir ͑Fig. 1͒, the main channel complex runs through the injector and three of the producers, while the fourth producer P4 is completed on a channel that does not run through the injector. The injector and all producers are asssumed vertical and are completed in all 15 grid layers. The grid block dimensions are assumed to be 100 mϫ100 mϫ10 m. Assuming a connate water saturation of 0.15, the initial oil in place is computed to be 3 Bbbl. The reservoir top is specified to be at a constant depth of 1000 m.
Since the main objective is to evaluate the displacement characteristics of the reservoir, production by secondary mechanisms such as volume expansion are ignored. Fluid properties such as viscosity, formation volume factor, and density are assumed invariant with pressure. Relative permeability curves typical for water-wet rocks are assumed. Capillary effects during displacement are ignored. The reservoir is specified to be initially at equilibrium at a reservoir pressure of 300 barsa. The initial water-oilcontact ͑WOC͒ is specified to be at 1263 m, considerably below the bottom of the reservoir.
The injector bottomhole pressure is fixed. The shutoff pressure is specified at 420 barsa. The producers rate are controlled at 200 sm 3 ᭹ Pore volumes to breakthrough for the whole field: An indicator of reservoir global connectivity. A large number of connected high-permeability paths between wells cause the injected water to breakthrough at the producer faster ͑i.e., at low-injected pore volumes͒.
᭹ Pore volumes to 5% water cut: This is an indicator of connectivity over a larger volume of the reservoir. In reservoirs characterized by the presence of well-connected high-permeability streaks, early breakthrough and subsequent water buildup occur due to sweepage along high-permeability channels. Higher water cut ͑5%͒ is observed relatively soon after the breakthrough. Reservoirs with scattered high-permeability regions exhibit a longer gap between initial water breakthrough and buildup of water cut to 5%. This is because the sweepage now occurs over much larger volumes of the reservoir and is not isolated within the channels.
᭹ Analysis of connectivity of swept reservoir regions: Integration of relevant reservoir information such as in the form of multiple-point statistics should improve the accuracy in predicting the pattern of displacement of reservoir fluids. The accuracy and precision of the saturation distribution obtained on the two sets of reservoir models after stabilization of the displacement process is an indicator of the added worth of including multiple-point information.
Results. Flow simulation was performed on the reference reservoir and on each realization obtained by sisim and nnsim. The pore volumes injected to breakthrough at each well over 20 realizations are computed. The value is assigned to be 1.0 for realizations that did not show breakthrough over the duration of the flow simulation run. Table 1 shows the median value corresponding to each simulation technique. The pore volumes to breakthrough for the true reservoir are also indicated. In order to understand some of the results in Table 1 the water saturation distribution after 7.8 years of injection are mapped. Fig.  12 shows the water saturation in grid layers 1 and 9 for the true reservoir and the fastest breakthrough realization ͑out of the set of 20 realizations͒ for sisim and nnsim. Fig. 13 shows the saturation map for the true reservoir and the realization with the slowest breakthrough. Note that layer 9 is the ninth grid layer from the bottom of the reservoir and layer 1 is the bottom of the reservoir. The total number of grid layers is 15. Note also that the wells are completed on all grid layers, and hence, the values recorded above correspond to breakthrough on any of the 15 layers. Some observations based on Figs. 12 and 13 and Table 1 are as follows.
The response in Table 1 is almost binary. Wells exhibit breakthrough depending on whether a channel connects them to the injector or not. While it is impossible to predict a binary event using any simulation technique given sparse well data, the median-simulated pore volumes to breakthrough recorded in Table 1 are useful to assess if the main continuity directions of the reservoir are reflected correctly by the simulation techniques.
Based on Table 1 the true reservoir exhibits breakthrough only at producer 4. Examining Fig. 12a , it appears that very little volume of water propagates through the upper grid layers ͑layer 9͒.
The vertical undulation of the channels coupled with the significant vertical permeability ͑480 md͒ results in excellent vertical connectivity in the true reservoir. Consequently, the injected water slumps immediately to the bottom grid layer due to gravity. In the bottom layer the major channel running north-south acts as a conduit transporting water to producer P4; note that there is no breakthrough at the three other producers. Hence, this ''slumping effect'' has a significant influence on the breakthrough characteristics of the true reservoir.
The saturation maps corresponding to the fast breakthrough sisim realizations in Fig. 12 show substantial water sweepage through the upper layer 9. The swept area in that upper layer of the nnsim realization is much smaller. The ''slumping'' observed on the reference reservoir is due to excellent connectivity simultaneously in the horizontal and vertical directions brought about by the undulating, cross-cutting channels. Water slumps due to gravity are then transported horizontally by the high-permeability channels in the bottom layers. The reservoir modeling techniques do not reproduce this connectivity induced by cross-cutting, undulating channels adequately.
Both simulation techniques exhibit early breakthrough at producer P1. In the vicinity of the injector, the pressure gradients are high, and consequently, the saturation profile is determined by viscous forces. Away from the injector, the permeability heterogeneities take over and water tends to be displaced along highpermeability channels. Since producer P1 is located sufficiently close to the injector, it falls within the viscous flow region, and consequently, exhibits early breakthrough.
Sisim realizations also exhibit early breakthrough at producer 2. The tortuosity of channels and variability of their directions are not reproduced by the sisim technique. Since producer 2 is located close to the injector in the main continuity direction, the sisim realizations exhibit early breakthrough at that producer.
Comparing Figs. 12c and 13c, it is observed that in the nnsim realization exhibiting fast breakthrough sweepage occurs mainly in the bottom layer. While in the realization exhibiting slow breakthrough water is diverted to the upper layers.
The results observed on all these reservoir models highlight the difficulty in predicting flow performance in fluvial depositional environments. The presence or absence of a single major channel between wells can result in a large difference in predictions, hence, a large uncertainty in predicting future reservoir performance. The problem is compounded by the lack of sufficient hard data for conditioning the geostatistical models. The vertical connectivity observed in such reservoirs due to the undulation of the channels is a critical factor determining the saturation distribution and should be represented correctly in the geostatistical models.
Since the major channel orientation is in the NW-NNW direction, it is expected that the first breakthrough should occur in producer P1. The results on both simulated reservoir models conform to that expectation.
Figs. 14 and 15 show the breakthrough characteristics of all 20 realizations. These responses are obtained by adding the water production at all wells and dividing by the total field fluid production. The influence of individual channels is thus ignored by such averaging. The pore volumes injected corresponding to the true reservoir are marked with a dot. The results indicate that all realizations overpredict pore volumes to breakthrough, although the distributions become more accurate as more multiple-point statistics are introduced into the geostatistical simulations via nnsim. The larger injected pore volumes to breakthrough observed on the sisim realizations are due to the higher entropy characteristics of sisim compared to nnsim. The injected fluid front is more smeared, and consequently, the movement of the water front is slowed. The injected pore volumes to breakthrough on the reference reservoir are equal to 0.021 and it is observed that the median response on all simulated realizations ( PVIϭ0.030) is above the target. The rate of increase in water production is an indicator of the global connectivity of the reservoir. Fig. 15 shows the distribution of injected pore volumes to 5% water cut corresponding to each reservoir modeling technique. The concentration of flow within channels is indicated by the flow response on the true reservoir in which breakthrough occurs after 0.021 PV and the water cut increases to 5% almost immediately after ͑0.027 PV͒. All the simulated reservoir models predict significantly slower water-cut buildup. This is because the slumping effect due to the presence of undulating, cross-cutting channels observed in the reference is not captured by the reservoir models. In the reference reservoir the displacement of water is localized in the predominant channel in the bottom layer. The nnsim models are closer to the reference as indicated by the median PV, 0.045, compared to the reference 0.027.
Assessing Accuracy of Displacement Predictions.
The practical impact of adding more information into geostatistical simulations in the form of multiple-point statistics is to increase geological realism in predicting a facies indicator at a particular location away from the wells. This could in turn imply that when flow takes place through reservoir models conditioned to multiplepoint statistics, the uncertainty in predicting the movement of water through the model is reduced. Conditioning reservoir models to multiple-point statistics should, therefore, could yield more accurate models for the uncertainty in water saturation at locations within the swept zone.
A distribution is said to be accurate if the p-probability interval ͑PI͒ contains the true value at least p times. 13 An accurate distribution is precise if the p-probability interval contains the true value exactly p times. In order to implement this accuracy measure, an elliptic region V around the injector is delineated. The major and minor axis of the ellipse is specified to be 1200 and 600 m. The delineated region includes all gridblocks in the vertical section within the ellipse. The uncertainty distribution of saturation at each location is constructed by pooling together the saturation values at that location over the 20 realizations ͑see Ref. 13͒. The following procedure for checking the ''goodness'' of the local saturation distributions is implemented.
᭹ A symmetric PI p is defined on the distribution of the 20 simulated saturations at location uV. The bounds of the PI are known: S w lower ϭ (1Ϫp)/2 and S w upper ϭ (1ϩp)/2. ᭹ An indicator (u i ;p)ϭ1 if the saturation at location u in the true reservoir falls within the PI.
᭹ The expected value of the indicator (p) over all locations u is calculated.
᭹ The procedure is repeated for other PIs ͑different probability values p͒.
᭹ Finally, (p) is plotted against p. If the local distributions are accurate, the points in the plot should fall above the 45°line. If they are precise, they should fall close to the 45°line. Depending on the proximity of the scatter of points to the 45°, Deutsch 13 also defines numerical measures of accuracy, precision, and goodness. Fig. 16 shows the accuracy plot corresponding to the two geostatistical simulation techniques. The local saturation distributions corresponding to sisim realizations are accurate but not precise. This is indicated by the scatter of points well above the 45°line. The accuracy of the local saturation distributions corresponding to the nnsim realizations is better. The local distributions predicted by sisim realizations are too wide: as a result, the distributions are accurate but imprecise.
Discussion
The paper proposes a practical methodology for geostatistical reservoir characterization in a situation mimicking a North Sea reservoir. These reservoirs typically have sparse hard data and, furthermore, they exhibit complex geology due to the presence of undulating fluvial channels. Due to the lack of well data it is difficult to obtain reliable variogram models. In such cases, the variogram is usually borrowed from an analog reservoir. In this paper that analog information is provided by an unconditional object-based simulation which reflects the geologist's interpretation of the channel characteristics indicator simulation. The paper highlights that the statistics borrowed from the analog model can be more than just the variogram. Multiple-point statistics characterizing the geological continuity of channels can be extracted from the analog models. An algorithm nnsim is presented to incorporate these multiple-point statistics into construction of the reservoir models conditioned to local hard data.
Pixel-Based or Object-Based? We do not reject the argument that Boolean simulation techniques might have been more appropriate in this particular application. However, the proposed novel approach which is pixel-based does not have some major disadvantages common to Boolean techniques. Boolean models ᭹ are difficult to constrain to dense well data, ᭹ are difficult to constrain to seismic data, ᭹ can only generate geological models in the form of objects, and ᭹ usually require a new code or program for each type of object. The proposed methodology is general in its application, has the full flexibility of a pixel-based approach, yet requires a 3D training image that might be hard to get by. However, an unconditional Boolean simulation model is fast and easy to generate and could be used as a training image. Then, the proposed approach combines the flexibility of a pixel-based approach with the geological realism expressed by the single unconditional Boolean model. The extension of this method to include seismic data is presented in Ref. 10 .
Two-Point Statistics or Multiple-Point Statistics?
Evidently the question should be raised towards the validity and worth of the proposed novel approach compared to the traditional variogrambased approach. From Fig. 10 it is clear that although the variogram is not imposed on the nnsim simulation algorithm, the variogram model is still well reproduced. It appears that the higherorder statistics borrowed from the training image include the variogram model. Since both the sisim and nnsim algorithms reproduce equally well the variogram statistics, the question arises as to which model to retain. One might argue that sisim is more objective because it does not require a training image that might reflect the wrong geology. This argument does not hold because sisim implicitly imposes multiple-point statistics that are not controlled and that are automatically rendered by the sisim algorithm itself. Hence, sisim does not allow checking the validity of any higher-order statistics imposed, hence, it cannot be more or less objective than the nnsim model.
On the contary, one can argue that the nnsim approach is more objective since it allows geologists to refute or accept the model based on the visual depiction of geological continuity in a training image. Moreover, The nnsim code allows working with several training images that could reflect uncertainty about geological scenarios.
Flow Performance. One of the objectives of this paper is to investigate if the inclusion of multiple-point statistics has a significant influence on reservoir flow performance. For this reason, a waterflood flow scenario was simulated. The results are compared against the ''true response''. The conclusions of the flow simulation are:
᭹ The prediction of flow performance in highly heterogeneous binary-type reservoirs is extremely difficult. Several competing factors influence the fluid displacement process and these factors render it difficult to assess the accuracy of the reservoir models.
᭹ The inclusion of multiple-point statistics improves the prediction of the field breakthrough and subsequent water buildup.
᭹ The true reservoir exhibits channels undulating not only laterally but also vertically. This has considerable impact on the vertical connectivity of the reservoir and results in the ''slumping'' of water in the vicinity of the injector. This undulation of channels in both horizontal and vertical directions was not well reproduced in the present geostatistical models.
᭹ The areal extent of the swept zone can be delineated more accurately using reservoir models that include multiple-point statistics.
One may correctly argue that the improvements over the traditional variogram-based approach are not dramatic in this particular application. The major source of uncertainty is the location of the channel objects, not so much the shape of each object. The location of the channel objects is mainly determined by the availability of well observations which are typically low for North Sea reservoirs. Hence, our conjecture is that even with a Boolean simulation model, a major source of uncertainty will remain in the positioning of channels based on well data.
Nomenclature
E f ϭ error function K ϭ number of facies w, w ␤␣ ϭ weights of the neural netowrk s k ϭ facies category k u, u j ϭ grid location s t ϭ facies values observed in template y k ϭ neural network output k p k ϭ proportion of category k ␥(h) ϭ variogram n ϭ number of well data n t ϭ number of neighbors in the template L ϭ number of hidden nodes in the neural network
